There exists strong word association in natural language. Based on mutual information, this paper proposes a new MI-Trigger-based modeling approach to capture the preferred relationships between words over a short or long distance. Both the distance-independent(DI) and distancedependent(DD) MI-Trigger-based models are constructed within a window. It is found that proper MI-Trigger modeling is superior to word bigram model and the DD MI-Trigger models have better performance than the DI MI-Trigger models for the same window size. It is also found that the number of the trigger pairs in an MITrigger model can be kept to a reasonable size without losing too much of its modeling power. Finally, it is concluded that the preferred relationships between words are useful to language disambiguation and can be modeled efficiently by the MI-Trigger-based modeling approach.
Introduction
In natural language there always exist many preferred relationships between words. Lexicographers always use the concepts of collocation, co-occurrence and lexis to describe them. Psychologists also have a similar concept: word association. Two highly associated word pairs are "not only/but also" and "doctor/nurse". Psychological experiments in [Meyer+75] indicated that the human's reaction to a highly associated word pair was stronger and faster than that to a poorly associated word pair.
The strength of word association can be measured by mutual information. By computing mutual information of a word pair, we can get many useful preference information from the corpus, such as the semantic preference between noun and noun(e.g."doctor/nurse"), the particular preference between adjective and noun(e.g."strong/currency'), and solid structure (e.g."pay/attention") [Calzolori90] . These information are useful for automatic sentence disambiguation. Similar research includes [Church90] , [Church+90] , Magerman+90], [Brent93] , [Hiddle+93] , [Kobayashi+94] and [Rosenfeld94] .
In Chinese, a word is made up of one or more characters. Hence, there also exists preferred relationships between Chinese characters. [Sproat+90] employed a statistical method to group neighboring Chinese characters in a sentence into two-character words by making use of a measure of character association based on mutual information. Here, we will focus instead on the preferred relationships between words.
The preference relationships between words can expand from a short to long distance. While N-gram models are simple in language modeling and have been successfully used in many tasks, they have obvious deficiencies. For instance, Ngram models can only capture the short-distance dependency within an N-word window where currently the largest practical N for natural language is three and many kinds of dependencies in natural language occur beyond a three-word window. While we can use conventional N-gram models to capture the short-distance dependency, the long-distance dependency should also be exploited properly.
The purpose of this paper is to study the preferred relationships between words over a short or long distance and propose a new modeling approach to capture such phenomena in the Chinese language. This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 defines the concept of trigger pair. The criteria of selecting a trigger pair are described in Section 2 while Section 3 describes how to measure the strength of a trigger pair. Section 4 describes trigger-based language modeling. Section 5 gives one of its applications: PINYIN-to-Character Conversion. Finally, a conclusion is given.
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Concept of Trigger Pair
Based on the above description, we decide to use the trigger pair [Rosenfeld94] as the basic concept for extracting the word association information of an associated word pair. If a word A is highly associated with another word B, then (A --~ B) is considered a "trigger pair", with A being the trigger and B the triggered word. When A occurs in the document, it triggers B, causing its probability estimate to change. A and B can be also extended to word sequences. For simplicity. here we will concentrate on the trigger relationships between single words although the ideas can be extended to longer word sequences. How to build a trigger-based language model? There remain two problems to be solved: 1) how to select a trigger pair? 2) how to measure a trigger pair'?
We will discuss them separately in the next two sections.
Selecting Trigger Pair
Even if we can restrict our attention to the trigger pair (A, B) where A and B are both single words, the number of such pairs is too large. Therefore, selecting a reasonable number of the most powerful trigger pairs is important to a triggerbased language model.
Window Size
The most obvious way to control the number of the trigger pairs is to restrict the window size, which is the maximum distance between the trigger pair. In order to decide on a reasonable window size, we must know how much the distance between the two words in the trigger pair affects the word probabilities. Therefore, we construct the long-distance Word Bigram(WB) models for distance- For a large enough corpus, the conditional perplexity is usually an indication of the amount of information conveyed by the model: the lower the conditional perplexity, the more imbrmation it conveys and thus a better model. This is because the model captures as much as it can of that information, and whatever uncertainty remains shows up in the conditional perplexity. Here, the training corpus is the XinHua corpus, which has about 57M(million) characters or 29M words.
From Table 1 we find that the conditional perplexity is lowest for d = 1, and it increases significantly as we move through d = 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. For d = 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, the conditional perplexity increases slightly. We conclude that significant information exists only in the last 6 words of the history. However, in this paper we restrict maximum window size to 10. 
Selecting Trigger Pair
Given a window, we define two events:
w : { w is the next word } w o : { wo occurs somewhere in the window} Considering a particular trigger (A ~ B), we are interested in the correlation between the two events A o and B.
A simple way to assess the significance of the correlation between the two events A o and B in the trigger(A ~ B) is to measure their cross product ratio(CPR). One often used measure is the logarithmic measure of that quality, which has units of bits and is defined as:
where
is the probability of a word pair (X,,, Y) occurring in the window. Although the cross product ratio measure is simple, it is not enough in determining the utility of a proposed trigger pair. Consider a highly correlated pair consisting of two rare words
and compare it to a less wcll correlated, but more common pair ([~--~±).
An occurrence of the word "~}~"(tail of tree) provides more information about the word "[~ ~o~ ~,,,,. re ,~,~. tpu white) than an occurrence of the word "[~ ~'(doctor) about the word "~±"(nurse).
Nevertheless, since the word "[~"
is likely to be much more common in the test data, its average utility may be much higher. If we can afford to incorporate only one of the two pairs into our trigger-based model, the trigger pair([~ ---> ~±) may bc preferable.
Therefore, an alternative measure of the expected benefit provided by A o in predicting B is the average mutual information(AMI) between the two:
AMI(Ao; B) = P(A o, B) log P(Ao)P(B) + P(Ao,-B)Iog P(AoB) P(Ao)P(B) + P(A-'~o,B)log P(__AoB) P(Ao)P(B) P(A o B) + P(A o, B) log e(-~oo)P(-~)
Obviously, Equation 3 takes the joint probability into consideration. We use this equation to select the trigger pairs. In related works, [Rosenfeld94] 
P(A o ). P(B)
where P(X) is the probability of the word X occurred in the corpus and P(A,B) is the probability of the word pair(A,B) occurred in the window. Several properties of mutual information are apparent: In the above equations, the mutual information
MI(A o;B)
reflects the change of the information content when the two words A o and B are correlated. This is to say, the higher the value of MI(Ao;B), the stronger affinity the words A o and B have. Therefore, we use mutual information to measure the preference relationship degree of a trigger pair.
MI-Trigger-based Modeling
As discussed above, we can restrict the number of the trigger pairs using a reasonable window size, select the trigger pairs using average mutual information and then measure the trigger pairs using mutual information. In this section, we will describe in greater detail about how to build a trigger-based model. As the triggers are mainly determined by mutual information, we call them MI-Triggers. To build a concrete MI-Trigger model, two factors have to be considered.
Obviously one is the window size. As we have restricted the maximum window size to 10, we will experiment on 10 different window sizes(ws = 1,2,...,10).
Another one is whether to measure an MITrigger in a distance-independent(DI) or distancedependent(DD) way. While a DI MI-Trigger model is simple, a DD MI-Trigger model has the potential of modeling the word association better and is expected to have better performance because many of the trigger pairs are distancedependent. We have studied this issue using the XinHua corpus of 29M words by creating an index file that contains. For every word, a record of all of its occurrences with distance-dependent co-occurrence statistics. Some examples are shown in Table 2 , which shows that "jl~_/~_"("the more/the more") has the highest correlation when the distance is 2, that "~<{l~I/~_l~l."("not only/but also") has the highest correlation when the distances are 3, 4 and 5, and that "1~'°-~ / ~± "("doctor/nurse") has the highest correlation when the distances are 1 and 2. After manually browsing hundreds of the trigger pairs, we draw following conclusions: * Different trigger pairs display different behaviors. . Behaviors of trigger pairs are distancedependent and should be measured in a distancedependent way.
• Most of the potential of triggers is concentrated on high-frequency words. We filter about 28 x 28 x 6M(with six different distances and with about 28000 Chinese words in the lexicon) possible DD word pairs. As a first step, only word pairs that co-occur at least 3 times are kept. This results in 5.7M word pairs. Then selected by average mutual information, the best IM word pairs are kept as trigger pairs. Finally, the best 1M MI-Trigger pairs are measured by mutual information. In this way, we build a DD-6-MITrigger model which includes the best 1M trigger pairs.
Since the MI-Trigger-based models measure the trigger pairs using mutual information which only reflects the change of information content when the two words in the trigger pair are correlated, a word unigram model is combined with them. Given S=w~w2...w n, we can estimate the logarithmic probability log P(S). where ws is the windows size and i-j + 1 is the distance between the words w. and w i . The first item in each of Equation 5 and 6 is the logarithmic probability of S using a word unigram model and the second one is the value contributed to the MI-Trigger pairs in the MITrigger model. In order to measure the efficiency of the MITrigger-based models, the conditional perplexities of the 20 different models (each has 1M trigger pairs) are computed from the XinHua corpus of 29M words and are shown in Table 3 .
Window Size
DistanceIndependent
301
Distance Dependent  301  2  288  259  3  280  238  4  272  221  5  267  210  6  262  201  7  270  216  8  275  227  9  282  241  10  287  252  Table 3 As an application of the MI-Trigger-based modeling, a PINYIN-to-Character Conversion (PYCC) system is constructed. In fact, PYCC has been one of the basic problems in Chinese processing and the subjects of many researchers in the last decade. Current approaches include:
The longest word preference algorithm [Chen+87] with some usage learning methods [Sakai+93] . This approach is easy to implement, but the hitting accuracy is limited to 92% even with large word dictionaries.
• The rule-based approach [Hsieh+89] [Hsu94]. This approach is able to solve the related lexical ambiguity problem efficiently and the hitting accuracy can be enhanced to 96%.
• The statistical approach [Sproat92] [Chen93] . This approach uses a large corpus to compute the N-gram and then uses some statistical or mathematical models, e.g. HMM, to find the optimal path through the lattice of possible character transliterations. The hitting accuracy can be around 96%. * The hybrid approach using both the rules and statistical data [Kuo96] . The hitting accuracy can be close to 98%.
In this section, we will apply the MI-Triggerbased models in the PYCC application. For ease of comparison, the PINYIN counterparts of 600 Chinese sentences(6104 Chinese characters) from Chinese school text books are used for testing.
The PYCC recognition rates of different MITrigger models are shown in Table 4 Table 5 : The effect of different numbers of the trigger pairs on the PYCC recognition rates Table 4 shows that the DD-MI-Trigger models have better performances than the DI-MI-Trigger models for the same window size. Therefore, the preferred relationships between words should be modeled in a DD way. It is also found that the PYCC recongition rate can reach up to 96.6%.
As it was stated above, all the MI-Trigger models only include the best 1M trigger pairs. One may ask: what is a reasonable number of the trigger pairs that an MI-Trigger model should include? Here, we will examine the effect of different numbers of the trigger pairs in an MITrigger model on the PINYIN-to-Character conversion rates. We use the DD-6-MI-Trigger model and the result is shown in Table 5 .
We can see from Table 5 that the recognition rate rises quickly from 90.7% to 96.3% as the number of MI-Trigger pairs increases from 100,000 to 800,000 and then it rises slowly from 96.6% to 97.7% as the number of MI-Triggers increases from 1,000,000 to 6,000,000. Therefore, the best 800,000 trigger pairs should at least be included in the DD-6-MI-Trigger model. Table 6 . Here the DD-6-MITrigger model with 5M trigger pairs is used. Table 6 shows that Table 7 . Table 7 : The PYCC recognition rates of word bigram and MI-Trigger merging Through the experiments, it has been proven that the merged model has better results over both word bigram and Ml-Trigger models. Compared to the pure word bigram model, the merged model also captures the long-distance dependency of word pairs using the concept of mutual information. Compared to the MI-trigger model which only captures highly correlated word pairs, the merged model also captures poorly correlated word pairs within a short distance by using the word bigram model.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a new MI-Trigger-based modeling approach to capture the preferred relationships between words by using the concept of trigger pair. Both the distance-independent(DI) and distance-dependent(DD) MI-Trigger-based models are constructed within a window. It is found that • The long-distance dependency is useful to language disambiguation and should be modeled properly in natural language processing.
• The DD MI-Trigger models have better performance than the DI MI-Trigger models for the same window size.
• The number of the trigger pairs in an MITrigger model can be kept to a reasonable size without losing too much of its modeling power.
• The MI-Trigger-based language modeling has better performance than the word bigram model while the parameter number of the MI-Trigger model is much less than that of the word bigram model. The PINYIN-to-Character conversion rate reaches up to 97.7% by using the MI-Trigger model. The recognition rate further reaches up to 98.7% by proper word bigram and MI-Trigger merging.
